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Executive Preview: Price benchmark of smartphone tariffs
with unlimited minutes & SMSs in EU28, US, Switzerland and
Norway – October 2013
Proliferation of all you can eat voice & SMS tariffs exposes non-competitive mobile internet pricing practices
German, US and Swiss protected oligopoly GB prices versus the UK
Smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes and SMS
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Report highlights
Mobile internet access represents the fuel of the digital economies, the price of gigabytes is analogue to the price of energy
(€/kWh) for traditional industries
Smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes & SMS are directly comparable, allowing for the straightforward separation of
a variable GB charge and a fixed, data traffic independent charge
Deutsche Telekom’s GB pricing in the Greek mobile market, a protected oligopoly, is 22x higher than TeliaSonera’s and
32x higher than Hutchison’s GB pricing in the competitive Danish mobile market
Big European telco group (e.g. Vodafone and Deutsche Telekom) GB prices are 550% higher than prices from data
progressive Nordic incumbents (e.g. TeliaSonera) and 1500% higher than prices from challenger operators’ (e.g.
Hutchison)
Verizon’s and AT&T’s US prices are even higher that Vodafone’s and Deutsche Telekom’s European prices
Consumers in EU’s protected oligopolies (e.g. Germany, Spain, Greece, Hungary) pay up to 2200% higher GB prices than in
EU’s most competitive markets (e.g. UK, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Austria)
Consumers in the German, US and Swiss protected oligopolies pay 500% higher GB prices than consumers in UK’s
competitive market
The price of a 2 GB smartphone tariff with unlimited minutes and SMS vary 800% in EU28. The difference exceeds 1000%
for tariffs with a 4 GB allowance
Big European telco groups (Vodafone, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica and Orange) price at competitive levels only in
competitive European markets where they face challenger operators. In protected oligopolies they charge up to 266%
more
Mobile broadband penetration tends to be lower in protected oligopolies (e.g. Germany, Spain, Hungary, Greece) where
the price of a 2GB smartphone tariff with unlimited minutes and SMS is close to or exceeds two times the monthly average
spend per capita
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Example exhibits
Big EU telco versus challenger operator GB prices accross their markets
Smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes and SMS
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Variable GB charge in smartphone tariffs with unlimited data & SMS
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German - MNO and selected MVNO GB pricing in smartphone tariffs
with unlimited minute and SMS
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Big European telco pricing in protected oligopolies and in competitive markets
2GB basket smartphone tariff with unlimited minutes & SMS
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Challangers that the E4 face in competitive markets
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Introduction
In May 2013 Rewheel released its EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness report1. The primary aim of the May
2013 report was to measure and document, for the first time, the mobile data cost competitiveness across the EU27
member states. Having established the mobile data retail price level in smartphones and data-only tariffs for a variety
of GB and € baskets we then tried to assess and expose the underlining non-competitive practices and market drivers
that were causing huge price disparities on an MNO level, MNO group level as well as member state level.
In order to capture prices across a wide range of usage profiles and as well account for the non-consumer friendly
commercial pricing practices of some MNOs, in our May 2013 report we defined six smartphone tariff GB baskets
ranging from 0.1 GB of mobile data, 100 national minutes and 20 national SMSs to 4 GB of mobile data, 1,000 national
minutes and 20 national SMSs.
Already back in May 2013 many European MNOs had launched smartphone tariffs that included unlimited national
minutes and SMSs. This Europe-wide trend of launching smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes and SMSs and tier
the prices based on the GB allowances has continued throughout the summer months. By September 2013 when we
collected the data for this latest report the overwhelming majority (94 out of 101) of EU28, US, Swiss and Norwegian
MNOs had launched such tariffs.
Smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes and SMSs are directly comparable, allowing for the
straightforward separation of a variable GB charge and a fixed data traffic independent charge. The analysis of
these simplified tariff structures in turn reveals information on the willingness of an MNO or an MNO group to
compete by embracing the new mobile data centric era or conversely: protect its interests vested in the
outdated voice era.
Our main objectives with this latest report were:
to measure and start tracking the variable “per GB” and fixed charge of smartphone tariffs with unlimited
minutes and SMS on an MNO, MNO group and country level
to measure the price differences and start tracking the price convergence on member state and MNO group
level
to verify our hypothesis that the huge differences that we presented in our May 2013 analysis and which
could not be attributed to differences in cost level or other macro economical factors are also present in
smartphone tariffs with unlimited minutes and SMS
to provide further evidences that support our notion made in our May 2013 report that competition is
impaired in half of EU’s 28 protected oligopolies (markets such as Germany, where there is no challenger
operator present)
to provide further evidences that support our notion made in our May 2013 report that big European telcos
price competitively only when they face challenger MNOs in EU’s competitive markets (markets where a
challenger operator is present such as the UK)

1

http://rewheel.fi/insights_15.php
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Disclosures
The comparative analysis carried out by Rewheel Ltd. during the third quarter of 2013, solely on its own initiative,
does not constitute an investment, legal or tax advice and is not intended in any way to give any direct or indirect
recommendations regarding current or future stock transactions that any party might undertake after reading this
report. Rewheel Ltd. and/or its affiliates, and their respective officers, directors and employees accept no liability
whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from their use of this report or its content. The
authors of the report make no buy, sell or hold recommendations regarding the stock of the companies mentioned in
this report. Rewheel Ltd. is not a certified financial advisory and is not currently regulated by any financial investment
authority. The viewers of this report should consider this publication as only a single factor in making business,
regulatory or competition enforcement decisions.
This report does not make, imply or suggest direct or indirect claims of unlawful anti-competitive actions undertaken
from any of the mobile network operators or operator groups covered herein. The non-competitive practices that our
analyses exposed are based solely on our views on what market behaviors promote rather than demote competition.
The term non-competitive practices shall not be associated, interpreted or confused with unlawful anti-competitive
actions under national and European competition law.
The data used in this comparative analysis are based solely on public information posted on mobile network operator
websites. We believe the tariff information posted on mobile network operator web sites to be reliable but no
representation is made by us that the row data used are complete, accurate, fully representative, fully fit for purpose,
or were up to date at the time of collection. The data collection team made subjective judgments when translating,
interpreting and screening for tariff interdependencies in the mobile network operator web sites. Such subjective
interpretations and judgments of tariff conditions, Google translations and of our qualification rules were the sole
discretion of the data collection team and of the report authors. Rewheel Ltd. accepts no liability for omissions, errors
or simply for not being able to discover on the mobile network operator website a tariff with lower price that met the
qualification criteria. We welcome feedback and suggestions from mobile network operators for existing or newly
launched tariffs that meet our qualification criteria and which were not considered in our analysis. The findings,
conclusions and correlations that the authors of this comparative analysis have reached are solely attributable to their
subjective interpretations of Google translations, tariff conditions, qualification rule interpretations and mobile
network operator classification & clustering rules.
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About Rewheel
Rewheel is an independent strategic advisory specializing in data-centric transformation of mobile operators and
markets.
We are headquartered in Helsinki, Finland and our main operating footprint is Europe.
Since 2009 we have advised over 10 European mobile operators, including independent challengers as well as Tier-1
OpCos, regulators, competition authorities, a number of private equity and institutional investors and various mobiledata centric start-ups.
Since the onset of the mobile broadband centric 900, 1800 and 2100 MHz license renewal avalanche in 2011 in
Europe we have been providing strategy, spectrum valuation and auction theory advice (together with our world class
CCA/SMRA auction theorist partners) to five European spectrum authorisation processes (operator or regulator side
depending on country), including new entrants and acquisitions as well as license renewals in multi-band (typically
800, 900, 1800, 2100 and 2600 MHz) auctions.
Our advisors’ knowledge, experience and insights cover all important aspects of successful data-centric mobile
operator business models. Our typical advisory engagements are:
Mobile-data centric operator business planning end-to-end
Mobile data pricing strategies
3G/LTE mobile infrastructure development strategy and investment planning
3G/LTE mobile infrastructure procurement strategy, network infrastructure cost structure competitiveness
benchmarking and optimisation (Rewheel is truly network vendor independent)
Spectrum acquisition strategy and NPV valuation
Industry expert advisory to policy makers, regulators and competition authorities
Contact information
For further information regarding the full version of this report or Rewheel please e-mail rewheel@rewheel.fi or call
Rewheel’s managing partner, co-author of this report, Antonios Drossos at +358 44 203 2339.
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